
 

 

We assemble. 
      We are 
The assemble 
As recreate   we - pain. 
We grief. 
As recreate 
We mourn. 
Mourn life. 
As making 
Now art     this community 
           Mourn assembly. 
Whatever  
   there  
what  
     have  
lean in  
       put online  
this community  
lean in  
         until re-normal  
that 2006 Idom  
we won  
until people         I  
haven’t   it survived   their world  
the are  
I ourself  
quality and technology      simply normal  
the real      we making  
theater for artists  
crowded.  
We it    disquantity  
lets own   
when tragedy   I leave   and read   the monologues  
when liberation  
repose in   try us    you will   
the mirror actors houses  
I ok  
in artist   at now    
    many briefing    we community  
main stay    we assemble    we are  the assemble 
we pain  
we grief  
we mourn  
more life  
more assembly  
More grief  
learn grief  
lean in   lean in  
     lean in  we   are    survive 
the are  



 

 

the real  
the making  
we  
it  
when  
liberation  
when  
we mirror   we community   when gratitude   when assemble 
when idea  when exceptional  
this one  
we alive  
i output   show the    difference    people around 
but not  
essentialism  
theater  
demand through  
him through  
husband it   him   you are nothing   you are nothing  
it   
be misleadingly  
intelligence rather  
leave and  
confront  
when gratitude  
or  
than assemble  
be normally you         do theater       community refunding  
yeah  
live  
to    proud     we humanity    someones city 
it lost  
as recreate  
how art  
whatever…  
there you  
do you live  
covid19 
italy dead  
india starving  
doctors and alone  
 
normal 
 
we pain  
we grief  
we mourn  
more life  
more assembly  
More grief  
learn grief  



 

 

lean in   lean in  
     lean in  we   are    survive  
the real 
 
this is not the way it’s going to be forever 
No monologues    -   keep making archives of normally sadness. 
What is important to you now? 
There is no dearth of anything in the western world. 
Fall back.  
The contentment and sense of calm  
we experience always  
while the industry  
we do not care  
for speeds up- is fake. 
in fact what we are not told is that those work might destroy us 
Who needs an audience for these kinds of ventures?  
We are social creatures and in times of great loss,  
we desperately cling to the screen… 
we are invited to heal our shared tears in the mirror… 
We come together  
because it is good for us to do so.  
we will continue to share stories by coming together.  
theatre makers are no more human than non-humans.  
non-humans are theatre makers.  
so why are we trying so hard to make it? 
 
 


